
The Trouble With Private Jets...

... is there are not enough to go round!

Private jet travel has passed pre-pandemic

levels while commercial airlines still face

headwinds. Some clients are willing to pay

up to £200,000 for a week at Europe’s most

sought-after destinations.

De-icing Your Private Jet...

Are you educated in the whys, wherefores

and expense of aircraft de-icing and anti-

icing when it comes to private jet

charter? All you need to know about de-

icing your jet.

READ MORE READ MORE

Welcome to The Jetstream, Sentinel Aviation's online journal of news

and views from the Private Jet Charter world.

Sentinel Aviation delivers super bespoke private jet and helicopter charters – providing a seamless, door to

door private charter service. Our point of difference is our staff who are ex pilots, both military and civil, so

we know the industry and the potential pitfalls extremely well! Take a look at our website for further details.
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POL ROGER THE END OF NOMA!

Charter Aircraft of the Month

The Piaggio Avanti blends the very best of Italian style, peerless craftsmanship, and intelligent thinking to

create an aircraft that stands alone for its values.

With greater range, faster climb, reduced fuel costs, a lower noise footprint, added safety systems, and a

more luxurious cabin, the Avanti is yet another step forward. Its speed exceeds 400 KTAS, faster than many

jets and at a fraction of the direct running costs.

GET A QUOTE

January Dates for the Diary

16-20 Jan 2023 – World Economic Forum - Davos

27-29 Jan 2023: 38th Snow Polo World Cup - St Moritz

5th, 12th & 19th Feb 2023 – White Turf Racing Days - St Moritz

4th, 11th & 18th Feb 2023 - White Turf Family Days - St Moritz
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Always happy to promote one of our

Partners, especially when it is one of the

most iconic Champagne brands – Pol

Roger. If it's good enough for Winston

Churchill, it gets our vote!

If you have the restaurant, Noma, on your

wishlist, now might be the time to �ght for

that reservation. The announcement came

on Monday 9 January, con�rming that

Winter 2024 will be the restaurant's last.

VISIT POL ROGER READ MORE

Be Inspired......European Michelin Star Restaurants

Within our website we have a Be Inspired section for our clients – ranging from Superyachts and Shoots to

Fishing and Formula 1 Grand Prix. This month we feature Michelin Star Restaurants within Europe, the type

of destination you can take in on a weekend break from the UK.

Here we list our top 5 restaurants in Europe and their associated nearest airports:

El Celler de Can Roca, Girona, Spain, 3* - Girona Airport

Osteria Francescana, Modena, Italy, 3* - Bologna Airport

Mirazur, Menton, France, 3* - Nice Airport

Noma, Copenhagen, Denmark, 2* - Copenhagen Airport

Dinner by Heston Blumenthal, London, England 2* - Farnborough Airport
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Badger House, 

Salisbury Road, 

Blandford Forum

United Kingdom

+44 (0) 7831 670869

info@sentinel-aviation.com

We have sent you this information as we felt the

service we provide may be of interest to you. Please

GET A QUOTE

Sentinel Aviation – Standing Out From the Crowd

Do you know what makes Sentinel Aviation stand out from other Private Jet Charter brokerages? 

The Sentinel Team are all fully quali�ed pilots, with a combined total of 40 years �ying. The above video

shows us about to take off from Eagle County Airport (Vail, Colorado, USA) on a 10hr �ight back to the UK.

When it comes to private jet charter, we are professional, credible, discreet and have actually �own a modern day

business jet and know what we're talking about!

GET A QUOTE

Sentinel Aviation
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unsubscribe quickly below if it's a service you do

not require.

Unsubscribe
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